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A Message from the President of SARSAV
On behalf of the SAR (Search and Rescue) community, thank you
for your interest in SAR. The SAR family is world wide, and as
your local SAR community finds its place in the SAR world you
will find it an exciting place to contribute.
This template, developed with funding from Canada’s National
Search Secretariat New Initiatives Fund, is intended to assist
you in moving from an interest in Search and Rescue, to having
a flourishing organization in your community, focused on having
trained and ready resources to respond in the event you are
needed. It may be an urgent search, evidence recovery or a
community emergency that requires the support of a
disciplined, organized self sufficient team of helpers. SARSAV,
as the Provincial umbrella organization for Ground SAR
Chapters in Saskatchewan, is here to assist and ensure that
you have what is required to get started.
As you consider the development of a SAR organization, I
encourage your contact with SARSAV (www.SARSAV.ca ) and
local Chapters to take maximum advantage of what has been
done and learned to this point. And where you see opportunity
to make contribute, and make SAR better, I urge you to
participate in your community, and provincially at SARSAV…..so
.so
that others may live...
live
Scott Wright, President SARSAV October 2008
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Introduction
What is Search and Rescue? The definition here is
as found in the official training manual of SARSAV, the
SAR Skills Handbook – Field Operating Guide to Search
and Rescue from the Emergency Response Institute of
Canada:
Search and Rescue is the searching for or rescue
rescue
of any person(s) who becomes lost, injured, or killed
while in the outout-ofof-doors, or as a result of a natural
or manman-made disaster.
Perhaps through events that have played out in
your community or an event that has struck close to
home in another, you have decided to investigate the
option of forming a search and rescue chapter in your
area. This guide is designed to serve as a general
guideline for the development of a SAR chapter.
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2. Getting Started
2.1 Determining Level of Community Interest
Since it is seems that you yourself have an interest
in Search and Rescue, chances are there are other
individuals and organizations in your community that do
as well. By advertising your intent to implement a SAR
organization in your jurisdiction, you are creating
awareness. There may be a wealth of resources in your
community.....hardworking, committed, knowledgeable
people willing to get involved.
There could be a variety of reasons why the desire
to create a chapter in your area has arisen. Perhaps
this is a logical progression of your community’s
Emergency Measures Organization (EMO) where there is
desire to increase emergency preparedness and
broaden their operations base. Or perhaps a recent
missing person in or near your community generated an
acute need to establish a set of guidelines for
handling such an emergency. Has someone in your
community had previous experience with a SAR group
elsewhere, and would like to see one established here?
Whatever the reason, as you begin to advertise your
intentions, it may be beneficial to bring in a resource to
assist you with this first step, determining the level of
interest, to act as a contact for interested parties.
For example, an RCMP officer, or someone from your
mandating agency who has been involved in a Search
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Manager’s course or your City/Town EMO coordinator
may be able to assist by generating enthusiasm because
of their previous experience in emergency planning.
SARSAV will be able to put you in touch with someone
in/close to your area. Decide on where interested
parties will be able to respond, and ensure that
information is disseminated.

• Advertising: Where to begin?
One way you could start might be with writing letters
to your Town Council and/or local emergency services
departments (Fire, Police, EMS, and EMO), if they are not
already involved. You could also place notices in
local newsletters, regional newspapers, bulletin
boards to inform the public of your intentions.
Think about what type of people you are hoping to
attract to your organization, and design your
information strategies to meet that objective. You may
want individuals from the general public to become
involved and receive training, but also people
experienced in emergency planning and mitigation.
Persons with special skills and training: ie. Trappers,
military personnel, army reservists, ATV or horseback
groups or people experienced in organization or
financial planning. By letting people know what is in it
for them, and how their skills, knowledge, and
background will benefit their community and be an
asset to Search and Rescue, they are more likely to
respond positively.

2.2 Get Support
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At this stage, you will have received feedback from
your community and determined that there is sufficient
interest in your area to push forward with chapter
development. However, your organization may require
formal approval of your town council and some
financial support:

• For what?:
 Advertising budget (info packages, posters
etc)
 Administration (sign-up forms etc)
 Room rentals/refreshments
 Training and equipment (You may want to provide
CPR/1st Aid training as an incentive)

• From Where?:
 Town/City Council
 Membership fees
 SARSAV
If your Search and Rescue group will be a division
of your City’s/Town’s emergency planning department
(such as EMO or fire department/first responder
group), then costs incurred may be covered, at least in
part, within the emergency planning budget. If it is a
separate organization, then you may need to rely more
heavily on member contributions in the form of
membership fees, and purchase of personal equipment.
Generally, there are two sorts of chapters;
1) A chapter where each trained member owns all of
their own personal search gear but the chapter
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itself does not. This chapter may have less
external financial support.
2) A chapter where basic gear is central for
member use during training sessions and
searches (though members may still have a
number of personal items of their preference).
This chapter may have more external financial
support.
Where your chapter originates will help to
determine what kind of financial support will be
required to become and continue to be operational.
Think about what you want your chapter to ultimately
be, and how it will function in your community. This will
also help determine what kind of organization and gear
is required.

2.3 Meet
At this point in the process, there needs to be
direction given to the interested parties, and to any
funds that have been promised or provided to get up
and running. In order to make those decisions, you will
have to organize a meeting of all involved parties and
begin brainstorming. In fact, a couple of different
meetings may need to take place:

• Organizational Meeting:
 Who?:
The Key players such as organizers, police,
fire, EMO, City/Town Council, SARSAV
representatives and possibly the general
public as well.
 Why?:
Why?
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Decision making i.e.: Executive committee
positions, term length, governing documents,
expectations and requirements of membership,
members-at large, training goals and
benchmarks, handling of funds/financial
planning, scope of services, etc.
This is now your opportunity to begin the process
of establishing a formal organization.
1) Consider the minimum and maximum number of
positions needed to make up your executive, and
their term length. Essentially, it is pertinent that
your group maintain a position of President, as
well as a designated contact person. The need
for other positions will be determined by the size
and function of your particular group. Some
suggestions for the basic structure would be
President, Vice President, Secretary, and
Treasurer.
2) You will need to create your group’s governing
documents, such as a mission statement,
constitution and bylaws. Consider that
established chapters have created these
documents already. Rather than starting from
scratch, it may be simpler to adapt an existing
document to meet your chapter’s needs. Contact
other chapters to see if they would be willing to
provide copies for you to look at.
3) Requirements for membership may include items
such proof of a recent criminal record check
(CRC), a membership fee, current first aid/CPR
certificate, a minimum age requirement of 18, and SAR
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Basic training. Your local police/RCMP will usually
provide a CRC at no charge for application to
volunteer organizations. As mentioned before
CPR/1St Aid cost may be covered by original start-up
monies and partnerships for interested parties.
4)Having a system in place to handle monies
belonging to your chapter is important. Again, if
your chapter is an extension of an established
emergency planning division, then they may be
handled by your Town/City treasurer. Or your
chapter may choose to create a position of
treasurer and immediately develop some short and
long term financial goals.
5) What do you want the scope of this chapter to
be? Will you be providing Ground Search and
Rescue only? Evidence Recovery as well? Role of
SAR members may differ between jurisdictions and
incidents. More information on training courses is
provided in the Training section.

• Public Information Meeting:
While you may have chosen to invite the general public
to your organizational meeting, you may decide to also
hold a separate public information meeting supported
by SARSAV or a current SAR chapter. This will assist
you in creating awareness for your chapter as well as
allow people from the general public the opportunity
to volunteer.

3. Moving Forward
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3.1 Start Training
You are now well on your way to having a fully
operational SAR chapter! At this point in the process
you will need to engage SARSAV, and identify your
training needs to the training committee. SARSAV’s
training target for every chapter is to have 25
members. Two Trainers, two Search Managers, and the
remaining members trained to Basic and/or Team Leader.
For acceptance with SARSAV, all volunteers are
required to attend an eight hour BASIC SAR training
program prior to being utilized in a search. Following
that SARSAV strongly encourages members to follow
through with the Team Leader training.
• Basic Searcher Course
 One day of classroom training (8 hours) and a
field exercise that will give you the knowledge to
participate as part of a Search Team under the
direction of Team Leader.
• Team Leader Course
 Part two of the Basic searcher course
 Approximately 32 hours over 4 days
There are also many potential courses available to
SARSAV Chapter Members to further training, and
provide additional resources within your chapter and
community:
• Map and Compass
• Man Tracker
• Bear Awareness
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Search Manager
Train the trainer Courses
Evidence Recovery
Winter Survival
Wilderness First Aid
Land/Water Interface

2.5 Apply for acceptance with SARSAV
Congratulations! You are now a fully operational
Search and Rescue organization and are ready to join
many other Chapters in the provincial organization
Search and Rescue Saskatchewan Association of
Volunteers! At this point SARSAV will be fully aware of
your intent and eager to have you join the organization.
You will be asked to present a letter of request of
acceptance identifying your chapter name, status and
contact information during a SARSAV meeting.
Acceptance will be voted on by members present.
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4. Keeping Going
4.1 Preparing to Respond – Remember the
B.A.S.I.C.S.
Management of a SAR incident is an ongoing cycle
easily remembered by the acronym B.A.S.I.C.S. We can
apply the same principles to managing a SAR chapter:
Be ready!ready!- Now that you are established, your main
goal is to have your members prepared to respond in
the event that they are called to assist in a search and
rescue mission. In addition to an organized chapter with
some though to a search pre-plan for your community,
each searcher should have the proper gear to
respond to the incident. In the earlier stages of
chapter development you will have considered how
search gear was to be acquired. Do your members all
have their own personal gear, or does your chapter
own all the basic gear? Do you have a sign out system
for items to be issued? Your FOG SAR Skills Handbook
contains a comprehensive list of search and survival
gear.
Activationctivation- One of the items that will need to be
determined is a form of communicating in a timely manner
with your members. Time is of the essence when a search
is deemed necessary. When your mandating agency
calls upon your chapter for assistance, how will you
inform all members of the need? You may choose to
have a phone fan-out system, or an email and/or text
message system. Whatever format is chosen, ensure
that it will work for the majority of your team members.
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Six Step Operational CycleCycle- In your FOGSAR Manual
you will find the term “S.C.O.R.P.A.”. You can apply these
same principles to the maintenance of your chapter;
Size up the incident (size up your chapter), identify
Contingencies (what is holding you back?), determine
Objectives, Identify needed Resources, build a Plan &
structure, take Action.
Incident EvolutionEvolution- Or Chapter Evolution. Allow
your chapter to change and adapt to meet the needs of
your community
ConclusionConclusion- At some point there may be aspects of
your chapter that you may need to stop or let go. Stick
with what is working and let go what is no longer
beneficial to your goals. Doing things because “that is
the way we have always done it” may really hold you
back!
Situation ReviewReview- Or chapter review. Consider what
is going well, where there is need for improvement

3.3 Leadership Development/Continual
Training
In order to maintain your skills and continue to
strive to work together as a cohesive team, it is crucial
that your chapter decide upon some sort of a skills
practice schedule. Whether it is weekly, monthly, or
quarterly, you will greatly benefit from a continual
training schedule. Review of your skills will keep them
sharp in your mind, as well as to help generate ongoing
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commitment to the organization. Consider having
classroom sessions, table-top exercises, as well as
mock searches. Perhaps designating a training
coordinator would be an option to ensure that a
variety of practice sessions are arranged and
scheduled. SARSAV requires that most training
courses be recertified every three years, so ensure
that you are maintaining current training certification
to SARSAV standards as well.
As your chapter continues to grow you can further
expand the level of expertise it possesses. For
example, having some members continue their training in
the following areas:






Search Manager course
Basic and Team Leader Trainer
Team Leader Train the Trainer
Search Manager Trainer
Train the Trainer for Search Manager
Recertification
 Participation in Multi-jurisdictional Search
Exercises
 Participation in Provincial Conferences
 Participation in SARSCENE which occurs annually

There may also be opportunities for specialization
within the organization. For example:
 Horseback team
 Mountain bike team
 Boat Team
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If there are members on your team that possess
specific skills in areas such as these, and access to
equipment it could be an asset not only to your group,
but to others in the province as well.

5. Sample Forms and Refrences
SARSAV homepage
www.sarsav.ca
CASARA Saskatchewan
www.casarasask.ca
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